October 12, 2015

Uniform Law Commission
111 N. Wabash Avenue
Suite 1010
Chicago, Illinois 60602

Dear Uniform Law Commission:

Facebook appreciates the work of the ULC commissioners and staff in crafting a uniform act – the Revised Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act (“RUFADAA”) – which we believe creates a reasonable compromise regarding disposition of digital accounts upon death or incapacitation. We support the enactment of RUFADAA by state legislatures.

Recognizing that this is a sensitive issue involving an extremely complicated legal landscape and each state must conform RUFADAA to its own statutes, we will need to review proposed bills individually before determining our position. Uniformity in state law on this issue is important to Facebook and we are unlikely to support language that materially differs from RUFADAA.

Again, we appreciate the hard work of the ULC on this issue.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Dan Sachs
Manager, State Policy
Facebook, Inc.